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Summary 
 
In this research report we investigated the following question: 
 
Can citizens who were subjected to the use of force by the police be given a right to be heard 
(within the course of internal proceedings) before the committee on the use of force by the 
police - considering the possible legal consequences of such a right to be heard – and if this 
is possible, in what way? 
 
Put very briefly, the answer to this question is that it is not a viable option to establish 
such a right to be heard. The limitations that stand in the way of establishing such a 
right are not so much of a legal nature, but rather of an organisational, logistical, and 
systematic nature. Below, we will briefly explain how we arrived at this conclusion. 
In that regard, we firstly address the context in which the questions that dominate 
this research rose: the revision of the system of monitoring the use of force by the 
police. We will then elaborate on the current course of the proceedings, in which there 
is no right to be heard for citizens who were subjected to the use of force. In addition, 
we discuss the various procedures in which the use of force by the police is assessed. 
This comparison has led us to the conclusion that providing citizens with a right to 
be heard in the internal procedure is neither in line with the systematics of these pro-
cedures, nor with the alignment between these procedures. 
 
In the past years, the generic regime governing and supervising the use of force by 
the police has been the subject of thorough revision. The desire to introduce a right 
for citizens who have been subject to the use of force to be heard within the course of 
internal proceedings firstly came up during one of the parliamentary debates on this 
revision. This revision consists of three important changes: 
1. In 2020, the internal proceedings concerning the reporting, registration, assess-

ment and feedback of the use of force by the police were revised (amendment of 
the ‘Official Instructions for the police’ – delegated legislation based on the Police 
Act 2012, from hereon: the Instructions). In this so-called first tranche of the re-
vised Instructions, the reporting, registration, assessment and feedback process 
of the use of force by the police have been standardised, not only to allow for a 
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better internal process of assessing the use of force (which process is, in part, 
aimed at learning lessons for the future), but also in order to demonstrate (better) 
public and institutional accountability for the use of force by the police; 

2. On 1 July 2022, the second tranche of the revised Instructions will come into force, 
in which the instructions regarding the use of force have been clarified, leading to 
more clearly defined ‘Instruction on the use of force’;  

3. In 2021, the Act on the Use of Force by Investigating Officials was adopted, which 
provides for (i) a statutory ground for exemption from criminal liability for police 
officers who have used force within the limits of the Instruction on the use of force 
during the lawful performance of their duties; (ii) introduction of a new crime: the 
violation (by the police) of the Instruction on the use of force; and (iii) changes to 
the legal framework of (criminal) investigations regarding police officers who 
have used force during the performance of their duties. This act is also scheduled 
to come into force on 1 July 2022. 

 
The revision of the internal proceedings concerning the use of force by the police (the 
first aspect of the revision) led to debate in the House of Representatives. This debate 
addressed the way in which the citizen subjected to the use of force by the police 
should be able to play a role in the internal proceedings. These proceedings are used 
to establish whether the use of force was within the limits of the Instruction on the 
use of force. Up until now, citizens have never been involved in these proceedings and 
the revision did not change that.  

The procedure prescribes that police officers are to report any use of force. 
Their report is then assessed by a senior police officer. This officer will usually file the 
report without additional action, but in some instances the Instruction indicates a 
registration on the use of force, which will lead to a formal assessment of the incident 
by the chief of police of the regional unit. The most serious cases of the use of force 
by the police must also be reported to the Public Prosecution Service.  

The police chief assesses whether the use of force was ‘professional’. That as-
sessment regards both legal requirements for the use of force (Article 7, para. 1 and 7 
of the Police Act 2012 in conjunction with the Instruction, also referred to as the ‘In-
structions on the use of force’) and standards of craftmanship. These standards of 
craftmanship are laid down in an internal Manual of Internal Proceedings.  

Although the legislation does not hold any specific rules on this subject, the 
National Police have established ‘committees on the use of force by the police’ in each 
unit, in order to provide more objective and expert advice. These committees advise 
the chief of police on registered incidents of the use of force. The committee is made 
up of experts (from within the police) on the use of force and of one independent 
member who is not affiliated to the police. The intention to establish these commit-
tees was welcomed in the House of Representatives, but some of its members won-
dered whether the committees should also be able to hear the citizens who were sub-
jected to the use of force. The Minister of Justice and Security, however, put forward 
that the complaints procedure is intended for citizens, and he opposed to a ‘right to 
be heard’ for citizens who were subjected to the use of force. 
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Therefore, members of parliament Van Dam and Groothuizen successfully 
filed a motion, stating ‘that current regulations do not leave room for the Committee 
on the Use of Force by the Police to hear citizens (or their next of kin) who were sub-
ject to the use of force by the police’. In their opinion, hearing citizens is in line with 
the aims of a ‘modern, transparent police force’. Also, they feel that hearing these 
citizens can prevent them from resorting to criminal proceedings. Consequently, 
they asked the government ‘to examine how a right to be heard for the citizens con-
cerned can be laid down in the proceedings for assessing the use of force by the po-
lice’.  
 
This study aims to implement the motion by Van Dam and Groothuizen. We started 
with a systematic comparison of the various procedures that exist within the scope 
of the use of force by the police. After a citizen has been subjected to the use of force 
by the police, the following procedures can apply. 
 
1. The internal proceedings (already mentioned above), based on the Official In-
structions for the Police, in which the chief of police, after advice from the committee 
on the use of force, assesses whether force has been used professionally (lawfully and 
according to the standards of craftmanship). This procedure merely assesses the use 
of force and bears no formal or legal consequences for the police officers and/or the 
citizens that were involved with the use of force. However, the assessment can lead 
to organisational measures and, as such, serves the purpose of public and institu-
tional accountability. Moreover, the assessment can be a reason to subject the police 
officer concerned to a disciplinary procedure or criminal proceedings. This procedure 
is also referred to within the police organisation as an ‘inquiry into the use of force’; 
2. The complaints procedure, which gives citizens the right to complain about 
conduct of police (including the use of force) and in which, if the first informal phase 
does not c0me to a satisfactory result, a fully independent complaints committee ad-
vises the police chief on the legitimacy, professionalism and properness of the police 
action. This complaints committee both hears the complainant as the police officers 
that were involved. The police chief does not just assess the use of force, but the police 
action in its entirety. The assessment of the use of force overlaps with the assessment 
within the framework of the internal proceedings (mentioned under (1)). The ques-
tion whether the use of force has been in line with the Instructions on the use of force 
is therefore also at issue here. Citizens have a right to be heard in this procedure. 
However, if their complaint is considered to be well-founded, this is merely a sym-
bolic decision, because within the complaints procedure they cannot ask for (finan-
cial) compensation and/or press for disciplinary or criminal sanctions against the 
police officer. After the assessment by the police chief, the citizen can appeal to the 
National Ombudsman; 
3. A disciplinary procedure in which the chief of police can decide to impose a 
disciplinary sanction for ‘dereliction of duty’. This breach of duty can be established 
by the finding that the Instructions on the use of force have not been complied with. 
This is essentially an employment law procedure, in which fines, suspensions and/or 
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even dismissal can be imposed. Compensation for the citizen that was subjected to 
the use of force is not the purpose of the procedure; 
4. Criminal proceedings against the police officer involved. Criminal proceedings 
can follow on a report by the citizen or on the initiative of, for example, the National 
Police Internal Investigation Department (Rijksrecherche) and the Public Prosecution 
Service. Criminal proceedings in the Netherlands explicitly leave room for the vic-
tim’s interest. Victims are allowed to make a victim impact statement during the trial 
and have the possibility of joining the proceedings as an injured party (to claim com-
pensation)). It should be noted, though, that the victim impact statement can only be 
made at the very end of the hearing and is not meant to have any bearing on the de-
termination of guilt or ruling on the evidence. 

 Should the Public Prosecution Service decide not to prosecute a case, then an 
appeal against that decision is open to interested parties (including the victim) via 
the so-called Article 12 CCP procedure, on the basis of which the Court of Appeal can 
order that the case be prosecuted; 
5. The citizen who was subjected to police force may himself be a suspect in a 
criminal case. In this capacity, he can refer to a so-called procedural error (art. 359a 
CCP). The Supreme Court has ruled that in certain circumstances, the use of unlawful 
force by the police gives rise to a reduction of the sentence;   
6. The citizen can claim compensation in civil proceedings if the use of force can 
be regarded as an unlawful act (Art. 6:162 Civil Code). 
 
From all the procedures, it is only in the complaints procedure that a generic duty to 
hear the citizen that was subjected to the use of force by the police can be discerned. 
Which means that only in that procedure, one can claim to have a right to be heard. In 
the internal proceedings (apart from a brief interview with arrested suspects), there 
is no generic hearing of citizens when they have been the subject of the use of police 
force. In criminal cases, victims will usually be heard as witnesses, but again there is 
no right to be heard, apart from the right to make a victim impact statement during 
the trial. A suspect evidently has defence rights in his own criminal case, while the 
party in a civil case also has procedural rights. These rights do incorporate a right to 
be heard by authorities that are accountable for the use of force.   
 As such, while there are various possibilities for citizens who were subjected 
to the use of force by the police to be heard in different procedures, a concrete ‘right 
to be heard’ is rare. This is not as odd as it may seem, since a right to be heard hardly 
ever exists in Dutch law (more specifically in administrative law). And in so far as 
obligations to hear interested parties exist, our research shows that these obligations 
do not apply to the procedures described above (with the exception of complaints 
procedures). The positive obligations that can be derived from the case law of the EC-
tHR about violations of Article 2 ECHR and Article 3 ECHR do not include a generic 
obligation for authorities to hear citizens either.  

However, this does not mean that there are legal obstacles that would stand in 
the way of a right to be heard. All procedures exist independently from each other 
and, as such, rights or obligations under one procedure do not directly affect other 
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procedures. However, the duty for police officers to report the use of force and to co-
operate with the internal procedure raises issues regarding the privilege against self-
incrimination and the right to remain silent, which means that information from in-
ternal proceedings cannot always be used in criminal proceedings.  It is hard to see, 
though, why a citizen’s right to be heard would be a problem in this regard. In short: 
on the one hand, we do not immediately see a legal necessity for a right to be heard; 
on the other hand, we do not see any legal impediments either. 

However, during the interviews that we conducted for this study, we found 
that there are other obstacles. We conducted the following interviews:  

- Three interviews with chairpersons of committees on the use of force by the 
police;  

- One interview with two employees of the National Police management team; 
- One interview with a lawyer who represents victims of police violence; 
- One interview with a representative of Control Alt Delete, an NGO that ad-

dresses (among other things) disproportionate use of force by the police; 
- Two interviews with chairpersons of a complaints commission; 
- One interview with a public prosecutor; 
- A panel session with a lawyer, a public prosecutor and a chairperson of a com-

mittees on the use of force by the police. 
 
These interviews revealed the following. The committees on the use of force by the 
police assess hundreds of cases per committee per year. The introduction of a right to 
be heard would create a considerable additional workload. Moreover, respondents 
representing the police fear that hearing the citizen could jeopardise the primary 
goals of the internal procedure - assessment and learning. Hearing the citizen inev-
itably entails that the police officer should also be heard. Some of the respondents 
fear that, as a consequence, the police officers might not fully speak their minds, both 
during the initial report and the hearing by the committee on the use of force. Re-
spondents representing the police also noted the possibility of a significant overlap 
with the complaints procedure, in which the citizen and the police officer are also 
heard. Other respondents did not seem very supportive of a new right to be heard in 
internal proceedings either. According to the respondents representing the citizens 
(the lawyer and the respondent from Control Alt Delete), the main problem for citi-
zens is to come to (and continue) a meaningful dialogue with the police in a trans-
parent procedure. In their perception (which is confirmed by various studies), com-
plaints handlers in the complaints procedures try too hard to come to a conclusion in 
the first (informal) phase, even when citizens feel that they have not been truly heard. 
This can lead to disappointments. They feel that the introduction of a right to be 
heard in the internal proceedings would probably lead to similar disappointment 
about the lack of a tangible result: after all the purpose of these proceedings is not to 
offer satisfaction or compensation to the citizen that got involved in the use of police 
force. The majority of the respondents agree that a more transparent attitude regard-
ing the use of force by the police is an important value for a modern police force, and 
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that there is room for improvement in that regard. They feel that a right to be heard 
in internal proceedings will not be an asset in this regard, though.  
 Following these findings, a first recommendation is that the police try and 
communicate with citizens who were subjected to the use of force in a meaningful 
and informal way as quickly as possible. As to the formal proceedings, we feel that – 
in appropriate cases – it is possible to consider a combination of the specific expertise 
of the committee on the use of force with the independent and citizen-oriented ap-
proach of the complaints committee. Citizens will then be able to tell their story in 
front of an independent committee, while the assessment of the use of force does not 
only address the rather binary issue of the use of force being ‘professional’, but also 
whether the context of the situation and the citizen's perception may give cause for 
reflection on the side of the police.  This will hopefully lead to mutual understanding 
and will allow the police to learn, and citizens may be more susceptible to regain trust 
in the police. Nevertheless, this will remain a delicate process in which, on the one 
hand, a formalist approach (hiding behind procedures) is to be avoided while, on the 
other hand, the aim is to provide for procedural safeguards that feel fair for police 
officers and citizens alike. 




